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The News You’re Not Meant To Know

PsyOps Failure Sees Brazilian Kids ‘Sleeping’
By Desmond Braniac

On Thursday afternoon, in the little neighbourhood of Villa Madalena, in Sao
Paulo; a class of 24 kindergarten children, and their teacher became the victims of
a PsyOps propaganda experiment gone wrong.
In an incident the country's top medical practitioners are labelling ”strange”, the
children, aged between 5 and 6, all fell asleep, after watching the government
sponsored film.
Strange, meaning that the film somehow put them all into an irreversible
semi-coma.
They are now said to be ‘unwakeable’, which is not surprising, given that their
brain activity, according to medical reports, puts them at the virtually vegetative.

The film, produced in 1998, depicted Brazil’s rise, to becoming a world
leader in the production of hydroelectricity. A film that sounds terribly dull,
to be sure. But also one that was effectively banned in 2000, being
dropped from all Brazilian schools’ curricula.
According to the MSM, these kids are all showing signs of REM sleep,
despite little to no brain activity. No doubt, to keep up the hopes of its
citizens, but also to manufacture fear of a brand new ailment at the same
time.
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Big Pharma must be loving it. I'm sure they'll come up with an ineffective and
costly solution soon.
However, something was obviously being tested on these kids, in one of Sao
Paolo’s poorer, suburban Ensino Basicos. (Elementary Schools)
It is, of course well known, that subliminal messages can be inserted easily into
film. But, as early as the 1970s, the CIA were said to be able to embed ‘beats’, to
manipulate a viewer's brain wave cycles, as part of the efforts of MK-ULTRA.
All contemporary screens on people's devices, are set to strobe at such a rate, as
to curb a viewer's brain waves to lower than 40 Hz.
Above this frequency are the Gamma waves. Cycles of brain activity at this rate
allow such high level processing as Enlightenment and Self Realisation.
Something your government doesn't ever want you to have.
Let's hope someone can help those poor kids.
Peace

